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DESCRIPTION
ALPHAcoustic - Desk are sound absorptive and noise insulation
partitions for office desks, that offer a flexible solution in acoustic
problems in offices. They improve sound absorption and create a
better acoustic working environment.
Therefore they increase productivity of individual employees by
offering a quiet and well-being professional atmosphere.
These partitions are made of rigid internal frame and can be
covered with sound-transparent fabric available in different colours
on both sides.
For a better aesthetic feel, custom images and designs can be
printed on the special acoustic fabric ALPHAcoustic CL.Art
(eg. company logo, quotes, etc.)
Internally they contain acoustic fibrous infill, that offers a broad
range of sound absorption in all frequency spectrum, which can be
covered with additional internal protection membrane.

Their sound absorption index is αs = 0.9 at 1000Hz, according to ISO
354.2003.
ALPHAcoustic Desk can be constructed in any shape and size, so
as to satisfy the specific ergonomic and aesthetic needs of each
office.
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APPLICATIONS
ALPHAcoustic - Desk can be applied on most types of office desks to visually seperate and
acoustically isolate “open plan” spaces such as accounting offices, call centers etc.
They can be easily placed and there is no need of special tools. It can be installed on a desk using
a particular fixing component with easy adjustment, without destroying the surface of the desk.
They are available in various colours and can be self extinguished (Flamability test EN13501-1 Class
B, s2, d0).
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scientific knowledge of its Engineers which are specialized
in the field of room acoustics since 1980. Our complete
range of innovative acoustics products can offer solutions
to complex architectural acoustic projects. Some of our
Acoustics product creations:
- ALPHAcoustic-AB: Acoustic vertical Baffles
- ALPHAcoustic-AM: Self-standing Acoustic Panels
- ALPHAcoustic-AP.C: Acoustic Panels with fabric
- ALPHAcoustic-Kiklos: Round Acoustic Panels
- ALPHAcoustic-Kima: Wave Acoustical Ceiling Cloud
- ALPHAcoustic-Multi: Multi-pattern Acoustic Panels
- ALPHAcoustic-Puzl: Modular Acoustic Panels

and many more ……

Our technical department (tech@alphacoustic.com), will be glad in assisting you the best
solution to improve the Architectural Acoustics in your project.
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